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By Josi S. Kilpack

www.josiskilpack.com/handouts

§ Imagery
§ Six senses:

§ See
§ Smell
§ Feel-internal
§ Feel-external
§ Hear
§ Taste

§ Observable
§ Active Voice

§ Engages the reader
§ Lets the reader deduce what is happening

“Don't tell me the moon 
is shining; show me the 
glint of light on broken 
glass.”

―Anton Chekhov

§ BUT avoid reminding us these are the character’s senses (i.e. 
filtering)

He watched as the sun slipped behind the horizon, taking the 
last traces of warmth with the light.

Vs. 

The sun slipped behind the horizon, taking the last traces of 
warmth with the light.

*Why it works: Focus remains on what’s happening*

http://www.josiskilpack.com/handouts
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5031025.Anton_Chekhov
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§ Active: Subject doing the action
§ Subjects actively acts
§ Action preformed BY the subject

§ Passive: Action takes subject’s position
§ Action proceeds the subject (most of the time)
§ Action preformed ON the subject

Larry tipped his hat.

Vs.
The hat was tipped by Larry

*Why it works: 
Easy to 

understand*

Example #1

Mark was angry. (subject + emotion = told)
vs.

Mark clenched his hands into fists at his sides.
(Relies on context,  requires effort on the part of the reader)

*Why it works: Reader remains engaged, feels smart*

§Background information
§Flashback
§Dialogue
§Summary/Pacing
§Mystery

It's called story 
TELLING for a 
reason, and I'll 

stick to it!”
― Ashly Lorenzana

§ Short and sweet

§ Weave into active scenes

“Late start today, huh, Professor.”
Phillip smiled politely as he passed the security guard. Five 
minutes late one time in twenty years and everyone had to 
point it out. Their all a bunch of busybodies, that’s what they 
are.

*Why it works: 
Anything 
before the story 
stops THIS 
story*

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4463656.Ashly_Lorenzana
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§ Narrative vs. expository flashback

He hadn’t seen her since graduation three years ago. She’d 
been at least fifty pounds heavier back then.  And blonde.

*Why it works: 
Anything before the 

story stops THIS 
story*

§ Don’t get creative with tags.
§ Say it straight
§ Move the story
§ Show the character

“Cherie, I hardly recognized you.”
She smirked and lifted one eyebrow. “Because
I’m not fat any more?”
“N-no, of course not.”

Why it works: 
Clear dialogue keeps 
the story tight and the 

characters clear.

§ Necessary but not important

§ Jump ahead in the story

§ Keep pacing fast

He taught both morning classes, checked his hair in the 
bathroom mirror, and hurried to the cafeteria. He was still 
five minutes early. Dork.

*Why it works: 
Reader maintains their 

focus on the story 
instead of getting lost in 

the details* § Hiding clues

§ Leaving out information

§ Glossing over

He was barely able to skim the three receipts before shoving 
them back into her purse before she returned from the 
restroom. Who spends $60 at the dollar store?

*Why it works:
“Showing” clues 

makes them 
obvious*
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Tell:

§Move the story forward 
fast

§Dialogue
§Transitions

Show

§Characterization
§Setting
§Establishing voice

“Say it right, once.” 

§ It was infuriating.  The burning in her chest could propel her all the way to Florida

§ She couldn’t believe this was happening. “This is impossible,” she said.

§ The sun dipped behind the western hills taking the light. The landscape dimmed 
as the orb disappeared.

Walk vs. Saunter

Look vs. Glance

Hold vs. Embrace

Yelled vs. Raged

Glint vs. Glare

Wet vs. Glassy

Slid vs. Slithered

Moaned vs. Groaned

Saunter vs. Stumbled

Glance vs. Glare

Embrace vs. Vice grip

Raged vs. Screamed

Glare vs. Reflected

Glassy vs. Slick

Slithered vs. Whispered

Groaned vs. Grumbled

§ Frank sat.

§ Candice smiled.

§ Harry breathed.

§ Abdul frowned.
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Her white-blonde hair seemed to 
glow in the dark room, giving her 
an ethereal look that made him 
shiver despite the humid summer 
night. 

He was taken aback to learn she was married. 


